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A B S T R A C T

Context: Similar to social media platforms, people use emojis in software development related communication
to enrich the context and convey additional emotion. With the increasing emoji use in software development-
related communication, it has become important to understand why software developers are using emojis and
their impact.
Objective: Gaining a deeper understanding is essential because the intention of emoji usage might be affected
by the demographics and experience of developers; also, frequency and the distribution of emoji usage might
change depending on the activity, stage of the development, and nature of the conversation, etc.
Methods: We present a large-scale empirical study on the intention of emoji usage conducted on 2,712 Open
Source Software (OSS) projects. We build a machine learning model to automate classifying the intentions
behind emoji usage in 39,980 posts. We also surveyed 60 open-source software developers from 17 countries
to understand developers’ perceptions of why and when emojis are used.
Results: Our results show that we can classify the intention of emoji usage with high accuracy (AUC of 0.97).
In addition, the results indicate that developers use emoji for varying intentions, and emoji usage intention
changes throughout a conversation.
Conclusion: Our study opens a new avenue in Software Engineering research related to automatically
identifying the intention of the emoji use that can help improve the communication efficiency and help project
maintainers monitor and ensure the quality of communication. Another thread of future research could look
into what intentions of emoji usage or what kind of emojis are more likely to attract users and how that is
associated with emoji usage diffusion in different levels (threads, projects, etc.)
. Introduction

Communication between humans is continually changing and adapt-
ng to social trends, lifestyles, and technology. Since language responds
o social change and attitudes, its forms and usage also evolve accord-
ng to its users’ needs and the tools they use for communication [1].
ne such tool is smartphones, whose widespread use has introduced
pplications of embedding emojis in conversation. Emojis are small
igital images or icons used to express an idea, emotion, object, etc. [2],
nd have become one of the quick means of expressing sentiments,
nriching the context [3–6] and is widely used in various social media
latforms.

According to Emojipedia [7], an analysis of over 68 million tweets
hows that nearly one in five tweets (19.04%) contain at least one
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emoji. Data from Facebook also shows an average of 5 billion emojis
sent each day on Messenger [8]. In addition, the use of emojis increases
engagement by 48% on Instagram, where posts that use emojis on
Instagram have an interaction rate of 2.21% while posts without emojis
have 1.77% [9].

Emojis are becoming more prevalent in software development both
as part of programming languages and in software development-related
communication. For example, Emojicode [10] was developed as the
first programming language consisting of emojis. Programming lan-
guages, such as Python [11] and JavaScript [12], also support em-
bedding emojis in source code. GitHub users have also started using
emoji, and recent studies have shown a considerable proportion of the
emojis usage on GitHub [13]. As a result of such widespread use, to
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Fig. 1. Proportion of emoji users in GitHub conversations with a sharp increase after the release of the emoji reaction feature in 2016, from Lu et al. [13].
standardize emoji use and enhance effective communication, guidelines
for using emojis in commit messages have been proposed [14–16]. For
example, represents deployment, and means adding or updating
the UI and style according to this guideline [15]. Emojis are not
only used to convey meanings based on their appearance but also
for expressing context-dependent meanings. For example, the rocket
emoji used in ‘‘wow you are fast ’’ can be inferred as representing
a sentiment, and the usage in ‘‘Think we are done, let us deploy ’’
refers to the meaning mentioned in the guideline [15].

Due to the prevalence of emoji usage shown in Fig. 1, researchers
have recently started investigating emoji use in software development
tasks. For example, Lu et al. [13] reported a growing trend of emoji
usage on GitHub and found that sentimental usage (e.g., adding emo-
tions, strengthening an emotion, etc.) is the primary intention of using
emoji in issues, pull requests, and comments. For example, ‘‘ Thank
you for reviewing my code’’. is used for expressing gratitude. When
using emojis, there are also non-sentimental intentions (e.g., drawing
attention, replacing a phrase, etc.) For example, ‘‘ Please review
the contributing guidelines before creating and pushing any content’’.
is used for drawing attention.1 Additionally, researchers have started
looking into techniques for sentiment analysis of emoji in the context
of Software Engineering (SE) tasks by checking the sentimental polarity
(positive, negative, neutral) [17] and emotions (e.g., joy, sadness,
angry) [18].

Despite the interest from researchers, our understanding regarding
how software developers are using emojis and their impact on soft-
ware development communication is still limited. Gaining a deeper
understanding is essential because emoji usage is rapidly increasing in
SE-relevant artifacts. We need mechanisms to facilitate the appropriate
emoji usage and understand any negative impact that may stem from
such wide adoption. Moreover, the intention of emoji usage might be
affected by the demographics and experience of developers [19]. Prior
work shows that the role (core vs. non-core) of developers in a project
is significantly related to their activities (i.e., number of messages
committed, amount of conversations involved) [20]. Since emojis are
used in these activities, we posit that there will be a difference in emoji
usage based on a developer’s role.

The frequency and the distribution of emoji usage intentions may
vary depending on the activity, stage of development, and nature of

1 https://github.com/gazaskygeeks/Fundamentals-course/blob/master/
README.md
2

the conversation as people’s intention and temper differ between the
time when they start a conversation and the time when they want to
end a conversation [21].

Therefore, the frequency and intention of emoji usage can be used
to retrieve the overall emotional state of a project [22] by tracking the
intentions of the majority of participants. Our proposed technique can
be used for monitoring improper use of emojis in a project (e.g. The
comment in this issue, ‘‘your comment and ‘eyes emoji’ seems rather
rude and uncooperative")2 and help project maintainers in ensuring a
healthy and welcoming environment.

Following this line of research, our exploratory study aims to fill
the gap in our understanding by investigating emoji usage in a broader
context, including both sentimental and non-sentimental intentions. We
started by collecting a large-scale dataset (39,980 posts) with emojis
from GitHub. Since manually labeling the intention of each emoji
usage is unrealistic, we built a machine learning classifier to automate
the process. We collected conversations with emojis from 2,712 open-
source projects available from GHTorrent [23], and then performed
this labeling process. Finally, we studied whether emojis have any
effect while communicating and surveyed 60 open-source software
developers from 17 countries to understand developers’ perceptions of
why and when emojis are used and who is using them.

Specifically, this paper addresses the following research questions:

RQ1: How well can we identify the intentions of emoji usage using
machine learning?

RQ2: What intentions do developers have while using emojis
during conversations?

RQ3: When do developers use emojis the most during the conver-
sation?

RQ4: Do core and non-core developers use emojis differently?
The contributions of this paper are listed below:

• We present the first study investigating the applicability of ma-
chine learning techniques for identifying the intention of using
an emoji.

• We present the result showing the role of developers in a project
(core or non-core contributor) does not impact the number and
the intention of emoji usages.

2 https://github.com/andig/homebridge-fritz/issues/124
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• We present the results of a survey of 60 software developers
expressing their opinion regarding why, and where emoji is used
in software development communication.

• Based on our results, we outline implications for developers and
researchers.

review of prior research efforts. In Section 3, we present our
methodology, the demographics of our corpus, machine learning clas-
sifier to classify emoji use intentions, data collection process, and
surveying developers for answering our intended research questions.
In Section 4, we present our findings. Section 5 discusses the results
and outlines implications for developers and researchers. Section 6
discusses the limitations that could affect the validity of our study.
Section 7 concludes with a summary of the key findings and future
work.

2. Related work

Our study is motivated by the following two main streams of re-
search: Emoji usage in SE and emojis in SE specific sentiment analysis.

Recently, researchers have started to analyze emoji usage in soft-
ware development platforms. Claes et al. [24] investigated the use of
emoji in open source software development for Apache and Mozilla.
They found that Mozilla developers use more emoji than Apache de-
velopers and emoji usage could also help to detect developers’ mental
health. Lu et al. [13] analyzed the emoji usage on GitHub and found
that emoji usage among GitHub users is growing. They also found
that emojis are not only used to express sentiment in issues, pull re-
quests, and commits, but also used to emphasize important contents in
README files. Motivated by their work, instead of manually identifying
sentiments and intentions, our study aims to facilitate the emoji usage
intention analysis by automating this process. Extending the dataset
from Lu et al. we also study ‘‘GitHub Discussion’’, a newly introduced
communication channel on GitHub [25].

Given emojis’ growing popularity, researchers have also started in-
corporating emojis in SE-specific sentiment analysis. Though sentiment
analysis in SE has been a research interest for a while [26–35], most
of the tools used in these studies are trained on non-SE texts. Several
studies have reported limitations of these off-the-shelf sentiment anal-
ysis tools in analyzing sentiment in SE text [35–39]. To mitigate these
shortcomings, researchers have come up with SE-specific sentiment
analysis tools (SentiStrength-SE [40], SentiCR [39], Senti4SD [41])
by leveraging SE-related texts from different code review platforms.
However, only using text cannot fully capture developers’ sentiment
as they also use emojis to express their emotions. As a step towards
incorporating emojis into SE-specific sentiment analysis, Chen et al.
proposed a tool SEntiMoji [17,18] that combines both text and emoji
and gets a higher prediction accuracy compared to all the other existing
tools. Their first study [17] categorized the sentimental polarity of
emoji usage into three categories, positive, negative, and neutral. In
their follow-up study [18], they improved their SEntiMoji model to
detect the exact sentiments (Love, Anger, Joy, Sadness, etc.). Differ-
ent from their categorization, we investigate the intention of emoji
usage not only for sentimental expressions but also for non-sentimental
expressions such as drawing attention and object representation.

Though current research has started to investigate emoji usage
in software development activities and SE-specific sentiment analysis,
there are still gaps in understanding the intentions behind emoji use in
software development. Thus far, no work has investigated how emoji
usage varies depending upon the phase of communication, developer
experience level, etc.

In our study, we aim to fill these gaps.
3

Table 1
Dataset summary.

#issue
comments

#pull
request
comment

#commit
message

#discussion
comment

Non-emoji 5,183,558 26,991,345 4,006,138 4,696
Emoji 5,908 30,046 3,778 248

Total 5,189,466 27,021,391 4,009,916 4,944

3. Methodology

This study aims to understand why and where emojis are used in
SE projects and who tends to use them. In order to do so, we focus on
the conversations in open-source projects with emoji usage and start by
building four different machine learning models (RQ1) for identifying
the intention of emoji usage (RQ2). Next, we apply the best-performing
classifier to answer the remaining research questions (RQ3-4). In the
following subsections, we describe the pipeline in detail.

3.1. Data collection

Our overarching goal is to understand emoji usage intentions in the
conversations among developers in open-source projects. For this, we
first learned from the historical data of emoji usage by collecting all
the conversational posts from January 2015 to June 2019 from GHTor-
rent [23], as the proportion of emoji usage on GitHub has increased
since 2015 [13]. Specifically, our dataset contains issue comments, pull
request comments, and commit messages, as these are the places where
most SE conversations occur. Additionally, we included conversations
from a newly introduced GitHub feature—‘‘Discussion" [25], where
developers from the same organization form teams to discuss topics not
particularly related to pull requests or issues. Though discussions were
used by only a small number of projects within some organizations, we
still wanted to analyze their emoji usage. Since discussion comments
were not available in GHTorrent, we crawled discussion comments
using the Python library Scrapy [42].

After collecting all conversational posts, we filtered out duplicates,
and non English texts. Next, we used Python’s emoji library [43] to
identify the posts with emojis. Posts with different types of emoji
are split into multiple posts, each was considered as an unique post
with the same text content but different kind of emoji embedded. For
example, ‘‘ Few simple typos:-lunch launch -Kgelseymentioned

Kelsey mentioned -kibernetes kubernetes’’ will be split into ‘‘
Few simple typos:-lunch launch -Kgelseymentioned Kelsey mentioned
-kibernetes kubernetes’’, and ‘‘Few simple typos:-lunch launch -
Kgelseymentioned Kelsey mentioned -kibernetes kubernetes’’. We
did not split the posts where the same emoji is used multiple times.
We posit that different emojis used in a sentence convey different
intentions, while the same emoji used multiple times convey a similar
intention for that sentence. Therefore, we split the statement with
different emoji usages so that the predicted intention of one emoji will
not be affected by the position or embedded information of another
emoji used in this same statement. Since multiple occurrences of the
same emoji are not prone to this, we did not split the statement with
the same emoji. Our final dataset contained 2,712 open-source projects
and 39,980 posts with the emoji usage, shown in Table 1.

3.2. Building the intention classifier

To answer our research questions, we needed to identify the devel-
oper’s intentions of using emojis. As manual detection of intentions was
not a practical option for 39,980 emoji posts, we used machine learning
techniques to automate the step of detecting the developer’s intention
behind emoji usage.
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3.2.1. Training data labeling
Before training the classifiers, we needed to prepare the training

dataset. For this, we selected SentiMoji [17]’s Github dataset [44]
with 1,690 comment data. We checked and removed any duplicates
between SentiMoji’s Github dataset and our GHTorrent dataset. We
started with the seven intention labels3 of emoji usage proposed by Lu
et al. [13] where they identified the categories using manual analysis
of the GitHub dataset, and no specific was metric used for this purpose.
However, through our manual analysis of the intention categories, we
found that there were some overlapping categories and ambiguities due
to naming.

Our analysis revealed that Statement enriching proposed by Lu
et al. [13] could be divided into Object Representation and Object
Replacement, since the original definition includes both the usage of
replacing the context and illustrating the context. Lu et al. also had a
category named‘‘Emoji’’ which turns out to be overlapped with Object
Replacement. We also found that Sentimental usage category had two sub-
categories which would be difficult for the machine learning classifier
to learn.

To avoid any complications due to overlapping categories, we de-
cided to develop our own categories by adapting the categories pro-
posed by Lu et al. [13]. Our manual classification was conducted
using the ‘‘negotiated agreement’’ method [45] by three researchers4

in two phases. In the first phase, we started by randomly selecting 169
(10%) emoji posts out of 1,690 posts which is the standard practice
in negotiated agreement. Three of the authors individually labeled
these 169 posts into either existing categories or came up with a new
intention labeled by themselves if the post does not match the existing
ones. We calculated the inter-rater reliability using Fleiss’ Kappa [46]
after the first phase and found a Kappa value of 0.69. Fleiss’ Kappa
is a statistic value that assesses the degree of agreement between the
codes assigned by three or more researchers working independently on
the same sample. Values of Fleiss’ kappa fall between 0 and 1, where 0
indicates poor agreement and 1 indicates perfect agreement. According
to the thresholds, the kappa value of 0.69 indicates a substantial
agreement [47] between the researchers.

In the second phase, the researchers continued the negotiation
process to come up with the finalized intention categories. In this phase
modifications of categories included merging, renaming and removing
categories. We merged Atmosphere adjustment [13] with Sentimental
Strengthening as adjusting tone serves the same purpose as expressing
sentiments. We renamed Content emphasis [13] to Visual Enhancement
because Visual Enhancement better captures the definition of category
and also to avoid any confusion with Content Organization. We split
Sentimental usage into two categories, named Sentimental Addition and
Sentimental Strengthening. We removed Unintentional usage since there is
no way to detect if an emoji was used accidentally or not.

The final six categories of intentions are as following.
(1) Content Organization (CO) means adding emojis to allocate

and organize different content, and it is usually used for improving
readability. For example, when multiple tasks are addressed, emojis
such as , , and can be used for indicating checklists.

(2) Object Replacement (O. Repl) means directly replacing the
object or word with the emoji which has the same meaning. For
example, in the issue comment ‘‘Can you the old default part’’,
the emoji here replaces the word such as ‘‘cut’’ and ‘‘remove’’ in the
message.

(3) Object Representation (O. Repr) means when a statement
already includes the object or word, however, the emoji is still added
for representing that word. For example, in the issue comment ‘‘Ahh

3 Sentimental usage, Statement enriching, Content organization, Content
emphasis, Atmosphere adjustment, Unintentional usage, Emoji

4 Three researchers are Ph.D. students with three to five years of real-world
experience in open-source software development.
4

Table 2
Distribution of manually classified sample across
different labels.

Category Count

Content Organization (CO) 229
Object Replacement (O. Repl) 191
Object Representation (O. Repr) 242
Sentimental Addition (SA) 262
Sentimental Strengthening (SS) 455
Visual Enhancement (VE) 311

right. Fixup below! ’’, the emoji here represents the word ‘‘below’’
even though the word is present.

(4) Sentimental Addition (SA) means adding emojis to express
emotions in the absence of words expressing the emotion. For example,
in the pull request comment ‘‘now it should work. seems need to test
2.0.2 rc on php 5.3 too ’’, the attitude is expressed through the
emoji.

(5) Sentimental Strengthening (SS) means adding emojis to make
the post more expressive when the emotion is already expressed. For
example, in the pull request comment ‘‘awesome!! they both work ’’,
the emoji used here further strengthens the word ‘‘awesome’’ in the
text.

(6) Visual Enhancement (VE) means adding emojis for drawing
attention using the visual appearance of an emoji. For example, ,

, and can be used in a post even though they are not semantically
or sentimentally related to the message but contributing their graphic
appearance to the post.

Once the agreement was reached and the set of intention labels are
finalized, the first and second author then manually classified the rest
of the remaining (1,521) training data. Table 2 shows the distribution
of manually classified training data in each category.

Because of the imbalance in category distribution of the training
data and the high cost of incorrectly classifying minority example,
we duplicated the samples for all categories except for ‘‘Sentimental
Strengthening’’ by using the Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Tech-
nique (SMOTE) [48] to reduce the class-imbalance. The resulting dis-
tribution has a count of 455 for each intention category, which sums
up to a total of 2,730 training data.

3.2.2. Feature selection
There were no prior classifiers in existing literature built for identi-

fying intention of emoji usage, hence we designed our own feature set.
We explored various features which includes emoji definitions, emoji
position in a sentence, emoji usage frequency, and emoji polarity etc. In
total, we selected eight features. Details of these features are presented
in Table 3 and described below.

Frequency of individual emoji. This feature counts how many
times the same emoji is used in one statement after splitting. Our
manual analysis revealed that the same emoji might be used multiple
times to clarify the intention or for drawing attention. Hence, we
posited that the frequency of an emoji in a sentence can help to
categorize the intention. For instance, ‘‘ Class constructor fixed’’.
and ‘‘ [Warning] gcc version conflicts’’ will both get the value 2
for this feature. For posts with multiple different emojis, they are split
into multiple posts, and each of them is considered as a unique post
with the same text but with a different kind of emoji embedded, as
explained in Section 3.1.

Position of emoji. We calculated the relative position of an emoji in
a sentence by dividing the index of the emoji by the length of the whole
sentence. If more than one emoji of the same type is present, we calcu-
lated the average of relative positions. The value of this feature ranges
from 1 to 100. We selected this feature because our manual analysis
revealed that position of the emoji conveys information regarding the
intention. For example, in the case of SA and SS, emojis are primarily
used at the end of the sentence (values roughly range from 95 − 100).
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Table 3
Feature summary.

Feature Description

Frequency of individual
emoji

Counts how many times the same emoji is used in
one statement

Position of emoji Calculates the relative position of an emoji in a
sentence by dividing the index of the emoji by the
length of the whole sentence

Emoticons Conveys whether the emoji belongs to the
‘‘Emoticons’’ category, presented by boolean value

Rate of emoji usage Contains three features summed up to one: portion
of positive, negative, and neutral usages of one
emoji

Similarity between emoji
definition and statement

Calculates the similarity score between emoji
definition and text in the statement by iterating
each words from definition and statement

Polarity of statement Identifies the emotion of the text within statement
itself, calculated using the NLP library
On the other hand, in VE, emojis are primarily used at the beginning of
the sentence (values roughly range from 1− 5). And for CO, the emojis
are mostly used in the middle of a sentence (values range around 50).

Emoticons. Our manual analysis revealed that emojis belonging to
the ‘‘Emoticons’’ category conveys information regarding the emotion
of the emoji itself, for example, and . We used the categorization
provided by Novak et al. [6] to identify if an emoji belongs to the
‘‘Emoticons’’ category or not and used a boolean value (0 or 1) to
represent this feature.

Rate of emoji usage. As emojis themselves can have positive,
negative, and neutral emotions, we believe such attribute is related to
the intention of using them. Novak et al. [6] after manually labeling
1.6 million tweets, calculated the rate at which each emoji is used for
expressing a positive, negative or neutral emotion. For each emoji in
our dataset, we looked up the rate in Novak et al. [6] dataset and
use each of the three rates as a separate feature. These three features
sum up to one for an emoji. For example, ‘‘makefile test failed ’’ will
get value 0.07, 0.75, and 0.18, if number of usage is 7 (positive), 75
(negative), and 18 (neutral) from Novak’s dataset, respectively.

Similarity between emoji definition and statement. Since emojis
can be used for representing objects, understanding how the meaning
of emoji is related to the context of the sentence itself is important. For
each emoji, we checked if the definition of the emoji extracted from
their Common Locale Data Repository (CLDR) short name [49] was
similar to any of the words present in the sentence. To calculate the
similarity score between CLDR short name and each word present in
the sentence, we use NLTK’s wordnet package [50]. The value of this
feature ranges between 0 to 1. For example, as the CLDR short name
of ‘‘ ’’ is ‘‘down arrow’’, ‘‘Detailed fixing tips are listed below. ’’ will
get 0.9 based on the score between ‘‘down’’ and ‘‘below’’, which is the
word pair with the highest similarity value.

Polarity of statement. This feature was primarily used for iden-
tifying if the text itself has any emotion, so that it allowed us to
identify whether the emoji is adding emotion or strengthening an
already expressed emotion in the context. We calculated the polarity
using TextBlob [51], a library for natural language processing (NLP)
tasks, which the scores ranged from −1 (negative) to 1 (positive). We
also looked into SentiCR [39] and decided not to use it since SentiCR
used code review comments from Gerrit for training purposes. Authors
of that paper mentioned that their tool might not be appropriate for
other communication channels, such as pull requests in GitHub due to
the difference in vocabulary and communication platform (GitHub vs.
Gerrit). Since we analyzed four different data types with different com-
munication purposes, we chose TextBlob, as a more general-purpose
solution.

Since the features have different range of values, we applied the fea-
ture scaling technique [52] to normalize each features value between
zero and one. Using the following equation (Eq. (1)). This helps to
improve the performance of machine learning models:

𝑋𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 =
𝑋 −𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛 (1)
5

𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 +𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛
3.2.3. Machine learning classifier
Using the manually classified dataset, we trained four different ma-

chine learning classifiers: Decision Tree (DT) [53], Logistic Regression
(LR) [54], Random Forest (RF) [55], and Support Vector Machine
(SVM) [56]. Since there are no prior models developed for emoji usage
classification, we selected these models as they performed well for the
sentiment classification task, which is relatively similar to the task at
hand [57–60].

Decision Tree Classifier (DT): We used Decision Tree Classifier
because it outputs easily interpretive rules and feature importance that
measure the predictive power of the feature. We built the model using
the Gini Impurity criterion which measures the likelihood of incorrectly
labeling a randomly chosen variable, if the variable is randomly labeled
according to the distribution of labels in the dataset [61]. As Gini
Impurity goes down, the probability of miss classification also goes
down.

Multinomial Logistic Regression (LR): For the Multinomial Logis-
tic Regression, we used Limited-memory BFGS (L-BFGS) [62] algorithm
for parameter estimation. To avoid overfitting, we applied both L1 and
L2 regularization.

Random Forest (RF): Because a single decision tree tends to over-
fit, we used Random Forest model to avoid such overfitting problems.
By using Random Forest, we could reduce the variance of error so that
we could get more reliable classification results. Same as building the
Decision Tree Classifier, we used the Gini Impurity criterion to measure
the quality of each split within the Tree models. The maximum number
of features for building each Tree model equals to the square root of
the total number of features.

Support Vector Machine (SVM): Based on the assumption that
our intention labels could be linearly separated across the features, we
experimented with using an SVM for classification. For the kernel type,
we selected the standard Radial Bases Function (RBF) kernel. To set a
scaled kernel coefficient gamma, we applied the formula:

𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 = 1
𝑁𝑓 × 𝑉 𝑎𝑟𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎

(2)

Where Nf is the number of features and VarData is the variance of data
across all features

We used Python Scikit-learn library [63] to implement the classi-
fiers. To take care of unseen test set problems, we used the hold-out
method which 20% of the original data were used for testing, and
then we performed 10-fold cross validation on the remaining training
data to train and evaluate the classifiers [64]. This validation approach
randomly divide the manually classified dataset into 10 groups of equal
size. The first group is treated as a validation set, and the classifier is
fit on the remaining 9 groups. The mean of the 10 executions is used
as an estimation of classifier’s accuracy. 10-fold cross validation has
been recommended in the field of applied machine learning [65]. We
performed hyper-parameter optimization using randomized search [66]
for all four classifiers.
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3.2.4. Evaluation
We report the standard precision, recall, F1-score, and Area Un-

der the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC) to assess the
performance of the classifiers. Our model computes the probability
distribution of total six intention categories and then picked the highest
one as the result. We used AUC instead of accuracy because accuracy
does not relate the prior probability distribution of the classes due to
a cut-off thresh hold while AUC relates the true-positive rate to the
false-positive rate of all prior distributions which is a better indicator
of the overall performance [67]. Also, AUC is a better measure of
classifier performance because it is not biased by the size of test data.
Moreover, AUC provides a ‘‘broader’’ view of the performance of the
classifier since both sensitivity and specificity for all threshold levels
are incorporated in calculating AUC. Other works related to prediction
have used AUC for comparison purposes [68–71]. We listed the formula
for measuring precision, recall, and F1-score below. The AUC curve is
created by plotting the recall against the false positive rate (FPR) at
various threshold settings. We listed the formula of FPR also.

• Precision: The portion of correct identifications from the pre-
dicted labels of a particular category.

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃

(3)

• Recall: The portion of correct identifications from the actual
(original) labels of a particular category.

𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁

(4)

• F1 score: The harmonic mean of precision and recall

𝐹1 =
2𝑇𝑃

2𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
(5)

• False positive rate: A measure of the ratio of the number of
wrongly categorized negative events and the total number of
actual negative events.

𝐹𝑃𝑅 = 𝐹𝑃
𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

(6)

.3. Communication phase identification

To answer RQ3 (When do developers use emojis the most during
he conversation?), we needed to identify in which phase of the com-
unication developers used emoji. We analyzed the posts in issues,
ull requests, and the GitHub discussion. We did not consider com-
its since there are no back and forth conversations in commits. We

tarted by sorting the posts in a conversation in according to the order
f appearance. Then we calculated what percentage the posts with
moji belongs to with respect to all the other posts. We did this by
ividing the chronological rank of the post by the total number of
osts in that conversation. In general, conversations of solving problem
nvolve three distinct phases (i.e. pre-engagement, engagement, and
isengagement) based on timeline, according to the changing intensity
nd the nature of the communication [72]. In a single SE-related con-
ersation thread, common patterns also include questioning an issue,
iscussing, and then reaching the agreement [73]. Following these prior
esearches, we split the percentage into three equal parts and defined
ach of them as a ‘‘phase’’: ‘‘beginning" (10%–30%), ‘‘middle"(40%–
0%), and ‘‘end"(80%–100%). For example, if a conversation has 20
osts, the fifth post will be in the 25% portion of that conversation,
hich will be placed in the third phase.

.4. Developer categorization

To answer RQ4 (Do core and non-core developers use emojis differ-
ntly?), we needed to identify the status of developers in the project.
6

imilar to prior studies, we used the number of commits contributed by
ndividual contributors in the code base as the criterion for classifying a
eveloper as core or non-core contributor of the project [74,75]. Open
ource contribution follows a power law, where 20% of contributors
re responsible for 80% of the contributions [74]. Following this rule,
e considered a developer as core if the developer is among the top
0% of developers in that project based on the number of commits au-
hored. Otherwise, the developer is non-core. We found there are 91,094
ore developers (22.2%) and 318,817 non-core developers (77.8%). To
ddress the research question, we extracted developers with at least
ne emoji usage. We found there are 7466 core developers and 2022
on-core developers. Then, we checked whether the number of emoji
sages is normally distributed in both core and non-core group using
olmogorov Smirnov test [76] (𝑝-value > 0.05). Since, the number of
moji usage is normally distributed, we conducted a two-sample t-test
o check if there is a statistically significant difference on the number
f emoji usages between core and non-core developers.

To further study if developers’ experience level affect the intention
f emoji usage, we grouped all emoji usages into six intention cate-
ories. If a developer has multiple emoji usages associated to different
ntentions, then the total number of emoji used by that developer
ill be included in each of the intention group. As the result, we

ound Object Representation with 6460 developers, Visual Enhancement
ith 2412 developers, Sentimental Strengthening with 768 developers,
bject Replacement with 729 developers, Content Organization with 418
evelopers, Sentimental Addition with 253 developers. Similar to the
forementioned step, we checked whether the number of emoji usages
s normally distributed in both core and non-core group for each in-
ention category using Kolmogorov Smirnov test [76] (𝑝-value > 0.05).
ext, we conducted a two-sample t-test to check if there is a statistically

ignificant difference on the number of emoji usages between core and
on-core developers for a specific intention category. We also measured
he effect size using Cohen’s d [77]. We used the effsize library in R
version 0.8.1) [78].

.5. Survey

To compare and validate our findings, we performed an online
urvey with GitHub developers. In this section, we described the design
f the survey, participant selection criteria and data collection.

.5.1. Survey design
We designed an online survey to gather a deep understanding of the

se of emoji in software development. We expected this survey to help
s understand how, when, where, and why developers are using emojis.
irst, we collected demographic information to understand developers’
ackgrounds (e.g., current age, years of professional experience, job
itle, etc.) We then asked about their awareness and own habit of emoji
sage on the open-source platform. To compare with the distribution
utputted from our intention classifier, we included a ranking part for
articipants to rank the six intentions based on the usage frequency.
o answer the ‘‘when’’ question, we asked participants to identify the
ositions where they use emojis in a conversation. We also asked
he participants about the impact of emojis on the acceptance of pull
equests, speed of getting responses, and the length of discussion. For
ll the above questions, we also included open-ended short answers for
articipants to illustrate other options or perspectives. Finally, we asked
n the extant of emoji usages within a team and allow participants
o leave other comments they may have. The survey instrument is
vailable in the companion website [79].

.5.2. Participant selection
For our survey, we recruited participants who use emojis in GitHub.

e identified the participants from the list of users who participated in
he pull request discussions. Then, we crawled their email addresses
sing the GitHub API [80] based on their usernames. Overall, we
dentified 2,995 valid unique email addresses belongs to users who
ave emoji usages on the GitHub.
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3.5.3. Pilot survey
To help ensure the validity of the survey, we asked Computer

Science professors and graduate students (Two professors and five Ph.D.
students) with the experience in OSS and in survey design to review
the survey. To make sure that the questions are clear and complete, we
conducted several iterations of the survey and rephrase some questions
according to their feedback. We also focused on the time limit to
ensure that the participants could finish it under 10 min. The survey
is anonymous but at the end of the survey, we gave the participants a
choice to receive a summary of the study through email.

3.5.4. Data collection
After sending an invitation email to 2,995 potential participants,

2,781 invites were delivered and 214 of these were not successfully
elivered. We received 30 responses from 2,781 email requests during
he first 10 days. Then we sent a reminder email. After the reminder, we
eceived 20 more responses in the next 10 days. We sent out a second
eminder email 10 days after the first reminder and got 10 additional
esponses. In total, we received 60 responses from 2,781 email requests
2.2% response rate). Our survey respondents are from 17 countries
cross five continents

and respondents’ ages vary from 18 to 50. Also, 55% of our re-
pondents have more than ten years of software development ex-
erience, and they are from different job roles, including software
ngineers, project managers, software architects, software tester, and
o on. Though we only have 60 survey responses, our respondents cover
wide range of demographics.

.5.5. Data analysis
Our survey was conducted using Google Forms, and all results were

utomatically outputted in the histogram or pie chart form. To evaluate
articipants’ agreement of positive effects of emoji usage in pull request
cceptance, we used speed of response and conversation length. We
ollected the ratings provided by our respondents for each question.
e converted these ratings to Likert scores from 1 (Strongly Disagree)

o 5 (Strongly Agree) and computed the average Likert score. We also
xtracted comments and texts from the ‘‘other’’ fields by the survey
espondents explaining the reasons behind their choices. Finally, for
pen-ended questions, we grouped respondents by manually detecting
heir agreements with the prompt. For instance, "Do you think there is
relationship between a developer’s experience and emoji use? If yes,
lease explain’’., we will categorize respondents into three groups: 1)
gree there is a relationship, 2) Do not agree there is a relationship,
nd 3) Not sure.

. Results

Here we discuss the results of our study by placing them in the
ontext of five research questions, which investigate the ability to
redict the intention of emoji usage using machine learning techniques
RQ1), the prevalence of intentions for using an emoji (RQ2), in which
hase of a conversation an emoji is used (RQ3) and who tends to use
mojis (RQ4).

.1. RQ1: How well can we identify the intentions of emoji usage using
achine learning?

To answer this research question, we train four different machine
earning algorithms: Decision Tree (DT), Multinomial Logistic Regres-
ion (MLR), Random Forest (RF), and Support Vector Machine (SVM).
mong these four classifiers, Random Forest outperforms other ma-
hine learning classifiers with the highest AUC of 0.97, and highest
1-score of 0.81. The second-best performing classifier is SVM with an
UC of 0.91 and the F1-score of 0.68. Table 4 shows the performance
7

or all classifiers in terms of precision, recall, F1-score, and AUC.
Table 4
Performance of the classifiers.

Precision Recall F1-score AUC

RF 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.97
SVM 0.73 0.68 0.68 0.91
MLR 0.64 0.63 0.63 0.87
DT 0.74 0.73 0.73 0.84

Table 5
Performance of random forest classifier.

Precision Recall F1 score AUC

Content Organization 0.91 0.98 0.94 0.99
Object Replacement 0.89 0.85 0.87 0.98
Object Representation 0.93 0.81 0.87 0.97
Sentimental Addition 0.66 0.71 0.68 0.93
Sentimental strengthening 0.61 0.68 0.65 0.93
Visual Enhancement 0.89 0.79 0.84 0.97

AVG 0.81 0.80 0.81 0.97

Table 6
Random forest classifier feature importances.

Feature MDI score

Position of emoji 0.26
Similarity between emoji definition and statement 0.17
Rate of neutral emoji usage 0.12
Polarity of statement 0.12
Frequency of individual emoji 0.12
Rate of negative emoji usage 0.10
Rate of positive emoji usage 0.08
Emoticons 0.03

Observation 1. Random Forest Classifier can identify the intention of
the emojis with an average AUC of 0.97.

Since the Random Forest classifier outperforms other classifiers, we
use it to identify the posts’ intentions with emojis from the GHTorrent
dataset. In Table 5, we report the precision, recall, F1-score, and AUC
of the Random Forest classifier for each of the six intention categories.
On average, the Random Forest classifier has moderate precision (0.81)
and high AUC (0.97). However, when looking at the performance for
each category, we can see that four of them (CO, O. Repl, O. repr, and
VE) have high precision. However, SA and SS have a lower precision
(0.66 and 0.61). We posit that due to the reliance on the text-based
sentiment analysis technique (TextBlob), any imprecision in the senti-
ment analysis technique will impact SA and SS’s precision. However,
to make any conclusive remarks, further investigation is required.

Our next step is to understand which of the features play the
most significant role in classification. For this purpose, we use Mean
Decrease in Impurity (MDI) also known as Gini Importance [81]. MDI
calculates the rate of how many times a feature is included in the total
number of splits across a tree model. The value of MDI ranges from 0
to 1 which greater number indicates more number of samples a feature
is included for splitting. In Table 6, we report the features’ importance
score. The total MDI scores across all the features sum up to one, and
each score suggests how useful the feature is for predicting the intention
of emoji usage. The result indicates that Position of emoji and Similarity
between emoji definition and statement are two of the most important
features. Since Position of emoji considers both the emoji and the context
of using the emoji, it is reasonable that this feature ends up being the
most important one.

4.2. RQ2: What intentions do developers have while using emojis during
conversations?

Our next research question is about understanding the prevalence of
intentions for using an emoji. To answer this question, we investigate

the intentions of emoji usage (labeled by the classifier mentioned in
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Table 7
Emoji usage intention distribution in percentage.

Pull request Issue Commit GitHub
discussion

Content Organization 0.40% 2.01% 17.13% 0.00%
Object Replacement 24.50% 23.16% 30.63% 34.26%
Object Representation 29.57% 24.54% 38.04% 17.12%
Sentimental Addition 0.42% 0.41% 1.11% 24.07%
Sentimental Strengthening 3.24% 2.76% 6.09% 20.37%
Visual Enhancement 41.87% 47.12% 7.01% 4.17%
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RQ1) on the dataset consisting of four types of data (30,046 pull request
comments, 5,908 issue comments, 3,778 commit messages, and 248
discussion comments, presented in Table 1). Due to the different usages
of those communication mediums on GitHub, we expected to see a
varied distribution. The labeled result of the intention distribution (in
percentage) for each type of data is shown in Table 7. Based on the
result from chi-square goodness test, pull request comments and issue
comments are not significantly different on the intention distribution
(𝑝-value = 0.61) while all the other types of dataset are significantly
different from each other (𝑝-value < 2.2𝑒 − 16). Since we conducted

ultiple statistical tests, we did the Bonferroni correction [82] and the
revious chi-square goodness test resulting p-values were all smaller
han the adjusted significance level of 0.008.

We found that developers use emojis in pull requests and issue
omments mostly for Visual Enhancement purposes, 41.87% and 47.12%
espectively. In commit messages, emojis are more likely to be used
or Object Representation, Object Replacement, and Content Organiza-
ion. Also, we found that developers tend to use emojis for all sorts
f intentions, except for using Content Organization in the GitHub
iscussion.

bservation 2. Developers’ intention of using emojis differs based on
hich channel emojis are used on, while pull request and issue shares

he same distribution due to their similar functionalities on GitHub.

Survey: To validate our findings through mining, we ask the survey
espondents to rank each intention on a scale of 1 (least used) to 5 (most
sed). We calculated the mean rank responded by participants for each
ntention and found that Sentiment Addition, Sentiment Strengthening, and
isual Enhancement are the top three intentions for emoji usage (shown

n Fig. 2). The result indicates that though Visual Enhancement is the
ost prevalent intention of using emoji according to our mining result,
uman participants report that Sentiment Addition is the most frequent
ntention of their emoji usage. We posit that participants have a biased
erception regarding using emojis mostly for expressing sentiment;
owever, our mining result draws a different picture where emojis are
sed for varying intentions.

.3. RQ3: When do developers use emojis the most during conversations?

To answer this question, we took a closer look at the conversation
uring the development process by analyzing the posts in issues, pull
equests, and the GitHub discussion. We do not consider commits since
here are no back and forth conversation in commits.

We only select posts within the conversations with at least ten
omments. We decide to use the threshold value of ten to ensure that
he comments are evenly distributed among all phases. In total, we
ollect 23,880 posts from pull requests and issues (12,074 posts filtered
ut), and 55 posts from GitHub Discussions (193 posts filtered out) from
ur scrapped dataset. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of emoji usages in
ifferent phases of a conversation, and we can see that developers use
mojis in all phases of the conversation. We also check in which phase
f the conversation developers use emoji for the first time. Similar to
he previous finding, developers tend to start using emojis in all phases
f the conversation.
8

o

Observation 3. Emojis tend to be used during every phase in a
conversation on GitHub.

Then, we investigate if the distribution of intention is different
depending on the phase of using emojis. Fig. 4 (Top figure) shows
that Sentimental Strengthening tend to have a boost at the end of the
conversation compared to Content Organization and Sentimental Addi-
tion. Among the three most frequently used intentions (Bottom figure),
Visual Enhancement is always the highest except towards the end of the
conversation, with a decreasing trend, while Object Replacement and
Object Representation have an increasing trend towards the end of the
conversation.

Survey: 63.6% of our survey respondents mentioned that they use
mojis in any stage of the conversation they feel appropriate and
elated to the context of the message. When there is less emotion
xpressed in technical conversations, often refers to short and quick
greement messages, they tend to use emojis to add some sentiment and
riendliness to the sentence. Similar to the phase distributions shown in
ig. 3, the rest of the participants mostly agree with the position of the
moji usage towards the end of the conversation as a nice way to end
conversation.

.4. RQ4: Do core and non-core developers use emojis differently?

To investigate this question, we first categorized the developers into
ore and non-core groups (See Section 3.4 for details). We also collected
he data about how frequently users use emojis in pull requests, issues,
nd commits. We excluded the GitHub Discussion dataset since they
re individually scrapped with different time range, developers, and
rojects compared to the GHTorrent dataset.

We performed a two-sample t-test to see if there is a statistically
ignificant difference on the number of emoji usages between core and
on-core developers. For the core developer group, we found a mean
f 1.95 emoji usages for each project they belongs to, and a mean of
.48 for the non-core developer group. With 𝑝-value (0.0008) < 0.05
nd a negligible effect size (0.08) (Cohen’s d [77]), it was statistically
ignificant that there is a small difference on the number of emoji
sages between developers with different experience levels.

Then, we studied if the developer’s experience level will affect
he intention for their emoji usage. We grouped all emoji usages into
ix intention categories. We performed the two sample t-test for each
ntention category between core and non-core developer groups and
ound that there is only one statistically significant difference with a
egligible effect size (0.13) (Cohen’s d [77]) on the number of emoji
sages between core and non-core developers for Object Representation,
ith a mean of 1.66 emoji usages for core developers and a mean of
.27 for non-core developers. Since we conducted multiple statistical
ests, we did the Bonferroni correction [82] and the resulting p-values
ere smaller than the adjusted significance level. Referring to Fig. 5,
e found that the result distributions do not vary between the core and
on-Core groups.

bservation 4. Developers’ role as a core or non-core contributor of a
roject does not impact the number of emoji usages and the intention

f emoji usage.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of emoji usage intentions distribution between mining and survey results, (1) : mining distribution, (2) : survey distribution; CO: Content Organization,
O. Repl: Object Replacement, O. Repr: Object Representation, SA: Sentimental Addition, SS: Sentimental strengthening, VE: Visual Enhancement.

Fig. 3. Frequency of Emoji usages in each phase of conversations.

Fig. 4. Phase percentage of Emoji usages grouped by intentions from 23,880 pull request and issue posts, and 55 GitHub Discussion posts. Top: : SA, : CO, : SS; Bottom:
: O. repl, : O.repr, : VE..
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Fig. 5. Intention distribution for Core and non-Core developers.

Survey: In our survey, we asked the participants if there is any
relationship between a developer’s experience and emoji usage. 28.3%
of the survey respondents believe there is some relationship between
developer experience and emoji usages and mentioned that experienced
developers are less likely to use emojis. On the other hand, 60% of
the survey respondents mentioned that there is no relationship between
developer status and emoji usages, and 11.7% remain neutral on this.

5. Discussion and implications

In this section, we discuss the results presented in the previous
section and present practical implications of our study for researchers
and tool builders.

5.1. Implication for tool builders

The intention distributions show that the intention of using emo-
jis changes through different communication mediums. People will
want to contribute to a project by either pointing out a problem
using issues or simply suggesting some improvements via pull requests;
therefore, Visual Enhancement is more likely used to attract people to
look into their ideas. As the process moves forward, when developers
discuss with each other, all the intentions except Content Organization
are used more uniformly. Like traditional social media discussions,
people are less likely to care about organizing content in these quick-
flow discussions. Once the discussions are done, and their ideas are
concrete, developers are about to submit their codes accompanying
the commit messages; the intention of using emojis then switches to
object-related ones and Content Organization especially, as sentimen-
tal related intentions are no longer useful for summarizing the code
functionalities.

Based on our findings that the intentions for using emojis vary
throughout conversations, tool builders can use such patterns to build
an emoji recommendation system depending on the development phase
and context. For example, when writing commit messages, the rec-
ommendation system can recommend emojis like ‘‘ " and ‘‘ " for
Content Organization; when users are writing bug fixes through pull
requests, this system can recommend emojis like ‘‘ " and ‘‘ " for Visual
Enhancement to emphasize critical usages and functions get fixed. This
will not only enrich developers’ communication environment but also
facilitate the whole development process. Tool builders could also use
the result of our classifier as a feature for other sentimental analysis
tasks.
10
5.2. Implication for researchers

While we found that some guidelines for using emojis in commit
messages have been proposed [14–16], mostly for non-emotional in-
tentions, guidelines for using emojis in all conversations on GitHub
should also be proposed similar to the code of conduct. Based on the
intention of using emojis, especially for sentimental intentions, emojis
can have double meanings, for example, when expressing irony, which
may hurt individuals [83]. Therefore, future researchers could also
focus on predicting the intention of improper use of emojis and conduct
guidelines for maintaining a healthy development atmosphere.

The intention of emoji usage also changes over time. For example,
‘‘ ’’ used to be the most popular emoji used for expressing the senti-
ment of joy; however, as new emojis and new interpretations emerged,
‘‘ ’’ and ‘‘ ’’ started to be prevalent among younger people as a way
to express an extreme and dramatic sentiment of joy and laughing.5 As
the culture of emoji usage continually updates over time, the intention
of emoji usage on GitHub will also be changed. Making it necessary for
project leads to track the changing habits of developers’ emoji usage in
order to identify the mental state of a project and, in case of improper
emoji use, take necessary steps to moderate it.

The disagreement between survey results compared to our mining
results could have happened due to the difference between developers’
perceptions and reality, which is not uncommon. There are examples
where long-held beliefs proved to be incorrect when actual evidence
was collected through empirical analysis [84]; the low precision of SA
and SS from Section 4.1 could also help explain this phenomenon.

6. Threats to validity

While we structured our study so to avoid introducing bias and have
worked to eliminate the possible effects of random noise, it is possible
that our mitigation strategies may not have been effective. This section
reviews the threats to validity to our study.

6.1. Internal validity

There is a possibility that there are faults in the Python code
that we implemented to perform the study. We address this threat by
extensively testing our implementation.

It is possible that the sentiment analysis library (TextBlob) we used
for ‘‘Polarity of statement’’ feature computation could not address
all the scores properly. Though it is not designed specifically for SE
conversational tasks, we believe TextBlob still fits our domain with four
different data types as a general-scale sentiment analysis tool.

6.2. External validity

The dataset used for the study contains conversations from a single
source—GitHub. Since we pick all conversations from the GitHub, our
findings may be limited to open source projects on GitHub. However,
we believe that a large number of extracted conversations from a large
number of projects sampled more than adequately address this concern.

5 https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/14/tech/crying-laughing-emoji-gen-
z/index.html

https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/14/tech/crying-laughing-emoji-gen-z/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/14/tech/crying-laughing-emoji-gen-z/index.html
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6.3. Construct validity

For the survey results, it is always possible that the participants
misunderstand the survey questions. To mitigate this threat, we conduct
a pilot study with experts in OSS and survey design. We updated the
survey questions based on the findings of these pilot studies. It is also
possible that our findings through survey may not be generalizable due
to the low response rate of participants and the perceptual inconsis-
tency [85] even after our best effort. Since the survey is conducted to
validate our findings identified through mining and survey respondents
cover a wide range of demographics, we believe that this does not
negatively impact our findings.

We categorized the developers into core and non-core groups using
a threshold of the number of commits in the code base for each
developer. Some developers could have been categorized as non-core
according to our criteria though they were core developers who focus
on large contributions or the architecture (high-value contributions)
rather than frequent contributions of commits.

For communication phase identification, we defined three phases
(beginning, middle, end) in different percentile ranges. Though the
number of phases could be defined in various ways, we followed the
procedure in prior research [72,73] and assume that our observation is
valid.

The manual analysis applied throughout the study could have in-
troduced unintentional bias. We labeled our training and testing data
manually, which could have introduced bias or mistakes due to the
lack of domain expertise. To address this concern, two researchers
individually labeled a significant portion of the data. Because of the
high inter-rater reliability that resulted, we assume that the risk of
individual bias is minimized.

We conducted multiple statistical tests to answer the research ques-
tions which increases the chance of Type I error. To minimize the risk
of Type I error, we did the Bonferroni correction [82].

6.4. Conclusion validity

Regarding conclusion validity, though we do not found a statisti-
cally significant relationship between developers’ role and the number
of emoji usages, as well as the intention of emoji usage, we do discover
a small difference between two developer groups. It is possible that
different set of sample might result in a slightly different significant
level, and could have an opposite relationship.

7. Conclusions and future work

In this exploratory study, we set out to study emoji usage in software
development communication. As a step towards that goal, we devel-
oped a machine learning classifier, the first of its kind, for predicting
the intentions of emoji usage in software development communication.

After evaluating four different classification techniques from differ-
ent families, we identified ‘‘Random Forest’’ as the best model, with
an AUC of 0.97. Through a large-scale empirical analysis, we found
that developers, irrespective of their experience level, use emojis in
every step of a conversation. Our results also highlight a disconnect
between what developers believed about the intention of emoji usage
vs. what intentions the automated technique identified, adding to the
increasing number of examples showing how long-held beliefs proved
to be incorrect on investigation [84,86].

Our study opens a new avenue in Software Engineering research
related to automatically identifying the intention of the emoji use
that can help improve the communication efficiency and help project
maintainers monitor and ensure the quality of communication. Another
thread of future research could look into what intentions of emoji usage
or what kind of emojis are more likely to attract users and how that is
11

associated with emoji usage diffusion [87] in different levels (threads,
projects, etc.). We also provide actionable implications for researchers,
tool builders, and practitioners to harness the results of our study.

Since the intention of emoji usage can still be affected by various
factors, like the background of the project, personality of developers
and so on, future works could focus on adding more features to the
classifier and training other classifiers to support the prediction of
intentions in a longer context or even a paragraph. Another direction
is to add other platforms in the study where software engineering
related conversations take place such as StackOverflow, Gitter and
GeekforGeeks to understand how the intention of emoji usage is dif-
ferent on these platforms compared to Github. The replication package
link of this study is provided here [79].
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